SEMINAR ANNOUNCEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACOLOGY & TOXICOLOGY

PROPOSAL PRESENTATION FOR POST GRADUATE

PHD PRESENTATION

Presenter: Dr Erick Ogola
Title: Prevalence and patterns of Antimicrobial resistance in chronic HIV-infected individuals in western Kenya

MSC PRESENTATION

1. Presenter: Dr Dickson Machira
   Title: Risk Factors for foot and mouth disease in small scale dairy farmers in Nakuru County

2. Presenter: Dr Mercy NamaromeBarasa
   Title: Water-bird distribution and ecotoxicological assessment of Rift valley lakes in Kenya

Date: Thursday 30th June 2016

Time: 2.00PM
VENUE: PHPT SEMINAR ROOM

Dr G. Muchemi
PHPT Seminar Coordinator

ALL ARE WELCOME